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Banking CXellence
HELPING BANKS IMPROVE CROSS-SELL AND DEEPEN RELATIONSHIPS
Leveraging Sales Cloud and Service Cloud to provide faster deployments and
the ability to be consistently remarkable in the eyes of customers

Banking CXellence

BANKING CXELLENCE
KEY BENEFITS

West Monroe Partners developed Banking CXellence
in order to accelerate a Salesforce implementation
by nearly half the amount of time and give banks the
ability to realize revenue on an advanced timeline.
Many banks and credit unions are looking to:
Break down the silos between various lines of

business

50%

INCREASE IN
DOCUMENTED
REFERRALS

DRAMATICALLY
REDUCED TIME TO
VALUE REALIZATION

Diversify or increase income by cross-selling

products and services to other business lines generating fee-based income

QUICK, ACTIONABLE
INSIGHTS ACROSS THE
ORGANIZATION

Provide a more personalized and effortless client

experience and a faster speed of service

Find an alternative and more flexible technology

solution to the industry standard solutions

Banking CXellence provides the answer to these key
trends with pre-built accelerators and a universal
data model supporting sales and service for all lines
of business on a single platform. The functionality
allows for both business benefits and immediate
enhancements to customer experience.
After implementation, a bank could see a revenue
lift and an increase in client experience quality and
satisfaction – which could be seen using some of the
following key metrics: better client retention, higher
client satisfaction scores, increase in cross-sell and
referrals and decrease in call handling time.
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WHAT’S INCLUDED IN THE SOLUTION?
Universal data model to

support all lines of business:
A data model that supports
common processes and
reporting capabilities across all
major lines of business at a bank
or credit union.

Integration with core

operating system: Seamless
integration with banking
systems provides access to key
customer financial data at both
the client and household level.

Automated case management:

Convert efficient and
consistent servicing into sales

opportunities with configurable
service SLAs and automated flow
for common service requests
across all lines of business.
Sales and Service accelerators:

A suite of accelerators available
in Salesforce for sales and
service teams that can include
referral management, household
income, lead conversion,
enterprise pipeline transparency
and complex loan structures.

Technical architecture and

integrations: Architecture that
allows for future growth and
scalability.
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Client success story
Sandy Spring Bank is a commercial bank with $4.6
Billion in assets serving customers in DC and the
Mid-Atlantic region with over 40 branches. Client
experience has been one of the bank’s strategic
corporate initiatives. They wanted to move from
great to “consistently remarkable” with their client
experience, gain visibility into firm-wide pipeline and
convert more service moments into sales moments.
Sandy Spring Bank needed to pivot from productcentric to customer-centric by changing their
operations. They decided to implement Salesforce to
improve cross-selling and deepen client relationships.
By leveraging Banking CXellence, Sandy Spring
improved their overall client experience in a few

ways. First, the bank was providing more consistent
service for clients due to better collaboration across
the bank. Sandy Spring now has a 360-degree view of
their clients by consolidating data into one platform.
With the 360-degree view, the bank is able to drive
additional revenue and increase cross-sell and up-sell
capabilities.
In order to deliver on the operational side of their
goal, Sandy Spring Bank streamlined their business
processes with workflows which allowed employees
to more effectively and efficiently complete daily
tasks.
Finally, the bank has more robust and timely reporting
capabilities on KPIs and SLAs which leads to cutting
down on manual work in Excel.

“Our bank has seen drastic improvements in call
handle time and referrals just to name a couple
areas on the operational side, and we also have
been able to create a more consistently remarkable
experience for our clients. We are well positioned to
see many additional benefits in the short-term.”
Jackie Howard
SVP, Sandy Spring Bank System

We are driven by opportunities to contribute to our clients’
commercial success. We partner with clients to help generate
revenue, reduce costs and transform their thinking.
We are deep technical experts, uniquely capable to help you
understand how technology can transform transactions, operations,
and customer experiences. A good number of us even code.
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